
Craft Materials

 • 4 Toilet rolls
 • 1 paper towel roll
 • Paint
 • Paint brush
 • Foil

Craft Steps

Builder’s Tools

 • 1 thick straw
 • Cardboard
 • Tape
 • Scissors

Follow the below steps to make your Builder’s Tools. Or you can work along with us on the Craft Video!

1. Let’s start by painting one paper towel roll and two toilet paper rolls. Set aside to dry.

2. To make the hammer. Take the painted paper towel roll and cut four slits into one end to make 4 tabs.

3. Fold two opposite tabs in so that you can fit a toilet roll into it with the other two tabs supporting it.

4. To make the head of your hammer, take the unpainted toilet roll and cover it with foil. Cover one end over and secure with tape 
if necessary.

5. At the other end, cut out a curved triangle shape. This will be the claw shaped end of the hammer.

6.  Place head of the hammer into the top part of the space you made on the paper towel roll. Secure with tape.

7. To make the Saw, with one of the painted toilet rolls, cut a long slit down the side the finishes about 2cm from the top. Don’t cut 
all the way through.

8. Take some cardboard and cut out a zig-zag saw blade shape.

9. Insert the saw blade by sliding it into the slit in the toilet roll and add some tape to secure it.

10. To make screw driver, wrap the thick straw up in foil. Tape it to secure it. Trim off any excess if you need to.

11. Take the toilet roll and cut some tabs at one end. Fold these inwards after cutting.

12. Place the straw into the end of the roll and push the tabs towards the straw as you go. Tape to secure them.

Now let’s get to work!


